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Born in Amherst November 12, 1876
Died January 5, 1955
Served the Town of Amherst as a
Selectman for 16 Years
Representative in State Legislature 1927-28
Arthur L. Daniels
Born in Amherst May 15, 1900
Died November 26, 1954
Served as
Fire Warden March 1928 - November 1954
Fire Chief January 1954 - November 1954
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That so warm a welcome gave
One by one the voices silenced
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Arthur L. Daniels and Frank F. Richardson, Chiefs
Frank F. Richardson and Edwin R. Locke
1st Assistant Chiefs
Edwin R. Locke and Edward Marchildon
2nd Assistant Chiefs
Trustees of Trust Funds
Meric G. Arnold, 1 Year Arthur Bonney, 2 Years
Howard Arnold, 3 Years
Library Trustees
Cleaveland Campbell 1 Year
Margaret Moser 1 Year
Richard Le May (resigned) 2 Years
Rev. Frank M. Weiskel Serving Temporarily
Bertha L. Piper 2 Years
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Fred Mosher 1 Year
Fred Vatcher 2 Years
Arthur L. Underwood 3 Years
John C. Dujff 4 Years
James F. Wanless 5 Years
TOWN WARRANT
The State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Amherst in the
County of Hillsborough in said State, qualified
to vote in Town Affairs:
Polls to open at 1 p. m. and close at 7:30 p. m.
You are hereby notified to meet at Amherst Town
Hall in said Amherst on Tuesday, the 8th day of March,
1955, next at eight of the clock in the afternoon, to act
upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the
year ensuing.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be neces-
sary to defray town charges for the ensuing year and
make appropriations of the same.
3. To see if the town will vote to give the Select-
men and the Town Treasurer authority to borrow
money in anticipation of taxes.
4. To see if the town will vote to allow a discount
of IV2 % on property taxes paid by May 1st, 1955. Any
persons paying on their 1955 tax an amount equal to
80% of theh- 1954 tax to be allowed the benefit of 1V2%
discount on their property tax bill if paid in full by De-
cember 1st, 1955.
5. To see if the town will vote to increase the mem-
bership of the Ways and Means committee from the
present number of six to seven.
6. To see if the town will raise and appropriate
$250.00 to install Automatic Emergency Lights in the
Auditorium, Hall, and Dining Room of the Town Hall
as required bv State law.
7. To see if the town will vote to raise and appro-
priate $300.00 to purchase a new typewriter and desk
for the town Clerk and Treasurer and to clean and re-
pair the typewriter now in use in that office which will
be transferred to the Selectmen's office. The typewriter
now in the Selectmen's office to be traded in, as it is
no longer usable.
8. To see if the town will vote to have the Modera-
tor appoint a committee of three to work with the Se-
lectmen, to survey the Town Hall for necessary repairs
to the main entrance hall and the dining room which
are in poor repair, and present a very poor appearance
to visitors and citizens alike and to raise and appropri-
ate an amount not to exceed $2,000.00 to be used by the
Selectmen to make the repairs agreed upon by the Se-
lectmen and the committee.
9. To see if the town will vote to raise and appro-
priate $300.00 to continue the curbing and grading on
the middle common to the extent this amount will al-
low.
10. To see if the town will vote to raise and appro-
priate $75.00 for flame proofing the combustible ma-
terials on stage of the Town Hall Auditorium, to com-
ply with the Fire Prevention Laws.
11. To see if the town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate $150.00 to the Merrimack Valley Region As-
sociation as the town's share in publicizing and promot-
ing all interests in this region, or act in relation thereto.
12. To see if the town will vote to raise and appro-
priate $100.00 for pointing up the foundation of the
Town Hall, to prevent rodents from entering and keep
the floors warmer.
13. To see if the town will accept the transfer of
the fire alarm system from the Amherst Village District
to the town.
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Preamble to Article 14: Your Selectmen wish to
point out that the steel bridge on State Route 122 across
the Souhegan River is the property of the Town of
Amherst and does not meet the specifications of the
State so they will not take over and maintain this bridge.
During the past year we have faced a serious prob-
lem with this bridge as it is approximately 43 years old
and the concrete deck or driving surface has started to
disintegrate resulting in holes in the deck and repairs
are very difficult to make as tlie concrete reinforcing
and steel construction in the deck have also depreciated.
Your Selectmen have had the State Highway De-
partment Bridge Specialists inspect the bridge and
make recommendations as the town is liable for damage
that may result from failure of this structure.
The Department of Public Works and Highways,
State of New Hampshire, has made four recommenda-
tions, as follows:
Number 1 — Install two w^ood curbs with end flare,
leaving a twelve foot lane for single line traffic. Esti-
mated cost, $1,000.00.
Nothing would be done to check deterioration of
the concrete deck — the curbs would merely restrain
traffic from the weak sections. This work should last
three or four years, depending on the rate of deteriora-
tion of the existing concrete deck.
No State or Federal funds are available for this work.
If the wood curbs are installed, the town will, in a
short time, find itself facing the problem of making re-
pairs to the concrete deck as described in Section 2, or
constructing a new bridge as described in Section 3.
Deterioration of the concrete deck will continue and at
the end of the three to four vear period will probably
require a larger expenditure than now estimated in
Section 2.
Number 2. Cut out and replace existing concrete
curb and the adjacent part of the concrete deck and
pour new concrete. Estimated cost is $4000.00, and as
in Section 1 this is maintenance work, therefore, no
State or Federal funds are available. Renewing part
of the concrete deck will retard deterioration in the
remainder of the deck. Probably five or six years can
be expected for the life of this work before additional
repairs are necessary. The full width of 16 feet, 8 inches
between curbs will be open for traffic if this type of
repair is completed.
Further deterioration of the bridge slab will require
the eventual construction of the new bridge, therefore
Section 3 is suggested for your consideration.
Number 3. Construction of the new bridge and
approaches, (eliminating curves), is estimated to cost
about $120,000.00. It may be possible to secure ap-
proval of the route as part of the Federal Aid Secondary
System thereby opening up the possibility of obtain-
ing about 50% of the total cost from Federal funds,
leaving about $60,000.00 to be financed with State and
Town funds on a 50% basis. The State and Town
shares would be $30,000.00 each if Federal funds can
be obtained. Suggest consideration of an application
for State Bridge Aid and a town appropriation of
$30,000.00 toward the total cost. There are two reasons
wh\' it would be advantageous for the town to appro-
priate funds for construction of a new bridge.
(x) The existing structure will require continuing
maintenance expenditures from the town un-
til a new structure is eventually constructed.
(y) A new structure, when completed, will be a
responsibility of the State and no further
maintenance funds will be required from the
Tovyn.
(z) The new bridge will be a three-span flat slab
on I beam stringer. The roadway will be 24
feet wide with two 2-foot, 6-inch catwalk and
a metal guard rail alongside.
Number 4. A new deck on the existing bridge will
cost about $7500.00, and the work will include remov-
ing the existing deck, cleaning and painting the string-
ers and constructing a new concrete deck with an as-
phalt-wearing course. There are no State or Federal
funds which can be allowed for this type of work since
this tvpe of correction will not improve the carrying
capacity or roadway width.
14 (A) To see if the town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to proceed with proposal "three" as out-
lined in the preamble, and raise the necessary funds
(approximately $30,000.00), with ten-year notes or
bonds, at the best rates available, for the Town's share
of the construction of a new bridge and approaches over
the Souhegan River on State Route 122, to replace the
present bridge, owned by the Town, and then turn the
bridge, and all future responsibility therefore, over to
the State.
(B) To see if the town will authorize the Selectmen
to proceed with proposal Number 4, as outlined in the
preamble, and raise the necessary funds, (approximately
$7500.00), with five-year notes or bonds at the best rate
available, for the complete replacing of the deck on
the old bridge over the Souhegan River on State Route
122 — the bridge to remain the property of the town
and responsibility of the Town.
(C) To see if the town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $4000.00 (estimated), to proceed with
temporary repairs to the bridge over the Souhegan
River on State Route 122, as outlined in proposal Num-
ber 2 in the preamble — the bridge to remain the pro-
perty and responsibility of the Town.
(D) To see if the town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $1000.00 (estimated), to proceed with
temporary repairs to the bridge over the Souhegan
River on State Route 122, as outlined in Proposal Num-
ber 1 in the preamble — the bridge to remain the pro-
perty and responsibility of the Town.
15. To see if the town will vote to pay the Tax
Collector % of 1 7<- of the total warrant of town taxes
as a salary instead of $300.00 as paid at the present
time. Recommended by the Auditors.
16. To see if the town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $762.89 for the installation of Mobile
Radio Units for Civil Defense, Police and Fire Depart-
ments' use, in the Police and Fire Departments' cars,
Town of Amherst.
17. To see if the town will vote for appointment
by the Selectmen and Moderator of a committee of
seven to review the present geographical divisions of
the Town, now designated as districts, zones, village
districts, etc., and the rules and regulations under which
they operate; its objective to be the preparation of a
report and plan for better coordination and progress
through selection of zones to be classed as restricted
residential, agricultural, trade, and restricted manu-
facturing with its report to be presented at such time
as a Town Meeting may be held to act upon it and au-
thorize such steps as may be needed to effectuate such
of the Committee's recommendations as then meet
with approval by majority vote. (By Petition.)
18. To see if the town will vote to amend the exist-
ing system of appointing members to the Road Com-
mission for an indefinite period, as follows:
That the Selectmen shall each year appoint one new
member to serve on the Road Commission for a
period of three years' service to continue the origin-
al purpose of the Commission. (By Petition.)
19. To see if the town will vote to declare its will-
ingness to accept a State Sales Tax in order to relieve
the burden on the property tax, and to aid education.
20. To see if the town will vote to abolish the
present Zoning Laws now existing. (By Petition).
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21. To transact any other business that may legally
come before this meeting.








Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures for the Ensuing Year
January 1, 1955 to December 31, 1955
Compared with
Estimated and Actual Revenue, Appropriations and Expendi-








Reimbursement a/c State and
Federal forest lands
T. R. A. refund
Reimbursement a/c Exemption of
Growing Wood and Timber
State share inv.
For fighting forest fires
Refund head tax
Reimbursement a/ old age assist.
Bounties
Estimated
From Local Taxes other than
Property Taxes:
Poll taxes, reg. at $2 1,500.00 1,402.00 1,500.00
National bank stock taxes 50.00 72.40 50.00
Yield tax—timber 2,500.00 145.75 1,000.00
Total revenues from all sources •
except property taxes $21,185.00 $39,694.41 $22,740.50










Year 1954 Year 1955
Current Maintenance Expenses:
General Government:
Town officers' salaries $ 1,870.00
Town officers' expenses 1,700.00
Election and registration exp. 350.00







and care of trees 650.00
Bounties
Health:
Health Dept., including hospitals 50.00
Vital statistics 75.00
Article 10—Curbing 300.00







Gen. exp. of highway dept. 500.00





Old age assistance 2,500.00
Patriotic Purposes:
Memorial Day and Veterans'
Associations 150.00














































including band concerts 600.00 589.33 700.00
Public Service Enterprises:
Snow fence 700.00 608.27 600.00
Cemeteries 1,150.00 1,322.70 1,350.00
Souhegan Nursing Association 200.00 200.00 200.00
Unclassified:
Damages and legal expenses, incl.
dog damage 100.00 272.34 100.00
Auto permits 500.00 566.50 600.00
Trustees of trust funds 1,256.00
Interest:
On temporary loans 100.00 89.44 100.00
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In hands of treasurer $21,616 97
Capital Reserve Funds:
Grader fund 1,299 57
Accounts Due to the Town:
Due from State:
(a) Joint Highway Const. Accts.,
unexpended bal. in State Treas.
(b) Bounties
(c) Taxes; State owned forest lands
Reimbursement growing wood & timber
Unredeemed Taxes:
(b) Levy of 1953
(c) Levy of 1952
(d) Previous Years
Uncollected Taxes:
(a) Levy of 1954
(b) Levy of 1953




Accounts Owed by the Town:
Due Tax Collector (comm.) $ 59 16
Due to State:
(a) State Head Taxes - 1954
Uncollected 810 00
Collected — not remitted to State Treas. 182 00
Due to School Districts:
Balance of appropriation 12,646 29





(a) Unexpended balance in State Treas. 70 45
Capital Reserve Funds 1,299 57
Total Liabilities $15,067 47
Excess of assets over liabilities (Surplus) 37,138 28
Grand Total $52,205 75
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Libraries, Lands and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Police Department, Equipment
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds
Dumps
Schools, Lands and Buildings
Equipment
All Lands and Buildings acquired
through Tax Collector's deeds:
Harding and Cassidy lot, 2 acres
Whitmore lot
W. A. Barnard lot, 50 acres
Carrie Hall lot, 52 acres
Proctor Bros, lot, 25 acres
Geo. B. Hayden lot, 12 acres





40 (1953) Auto Permits
Jan. 1, 1953 to April 1, 1953
REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR
SUMMARY OF WARRANT




Taxes committed to Collector:
Property $125,754 51
Polls 1,516 00
National Bank Stock 50 00
Total Warrant $127,320 51
Yield Tax Warrant 1,099 22
Add Bank Tax 22 40
Added Poll Taxes 108 00
Interest Collected 8 11
Summons Charges Collected 23 80




Yield Tax 145 75
Poll Taxes 1,220 00
Interest 8 11
Summons Charges 23 80
$105,958 67
Discount Allowed 60 18
Abatements, Property and Yield 98 56
Poll Taxes 100 00
Uncollected, Property and Yield 22,056 63








Uncollected Taxes as of January 1, 1954
Property and Precinct Taxes $15,860 19
Poll Taxes 250 00
Yield Taxes 560 81
$16,671 00
Added Taxes
Interest Collected $455 01





Property, Precinct and Yield $15,517 85
Poll Taxes 182 00
Interest 455 01
Summons Charges 15 80
$16,170 66
Abatements, Poll Taxes 54 00
Uncollected Taxes
Property and Precinct Taxes $804 91
Yield Taxes 98 24








Taxes committed to Collector ,
Total Warrant $4700 00








Head Taxes $810 00









TOWN TREASURER'S REPORT - 1954
Cash on hand Jan. 1, 1954 $18,072 70
Received from:
Hiram R. Elhott, Tax Collector:
1954 Property, Poll and
Head Tax $109,536 56
1953 Taxes 17,006 97
Redeemed Taxes 1,356 12
127,899 65
Catherine A. Kruger, Town Clerk:
Dog Licenses $ 672 95
Auto Permits $8767 04
9,439 99
Selectmen:
Pistol permits and licenses $ 8 00
Toll calls 70
P.T.A. part painting bill 16 65
Repair fence
(
paid by School) 2 00
27 35
Clarence H. Hagar, Sexton:
Use of greens $12 00
Sale of'lots 97 50
109 50
Souhegan National Bank:
Tax anticipation loan $10,000 00
10,000 00
Trustees of Trust Funds:
Fiske Highway Fund $ 26 75
Credit Cemetery 150 00
176 75
Tree Committee:
Robert W. Seamans, Chairman
Care of trees paid by owners $199 00
199 00
Harold L. Aldrich, Road Agent:
Grader rental S 6 00
Sale of bricks 3 60
26
Socony Vacuum Oil Co., drum ret'd 3 00
Mrs. Theodora Lincoln, plowing 25 00
Town of Bedford, sale 5 girders 75 00
Oiling 754 05


















Gifts — Perpetual Care:
„ William H. Hodgman
Walter R. Truesdell





State of New Hampshire:
Forest lands—reimbursement $ 49 21








Ernest C. Stewart, selectman $350 00
James F. Wanless, selectman 350 00
Allen D. Howard, selectman 350 00
Hiram R. Elliott, tax collector 300 00
Catherine A. Kruger, treasmer 200 00
Catherine A. Kruger, clerk 200 00
Howard Arnold, trust fund 70 00
Orson H. Bragdon, auditor 25 00




Ernest C. Stewart, use of car $ 20 00
James F. Wanless, use of car 15 00
Allen D. Howard, use of car 15 00
Assoc, of N. H. Assessors 3 00
Cabinet Press, printing 948 77
Brown & Saltmarsh, supplies 26 69
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co. 10 45
Catherine A. Kruger, supplies 45 01
Souhegan National Bank, safe deposit 5 00
Randolph Kruger, stamps 72 50
U. S. Auto and Truck Guide 14 50
George H. Howard, tax notices 4 50
Rotch Agency, Tax Collector's bond 75 00
Hiram R. EHiott, supphes 220 38
Marsh & McLennan, Inc., bonds 70 00
Donat Corriveau, register of deeds 54 94
Bernice B. Perry, photo 4 00
Harland H. Holt, bonds 63 33
Orville Perkins, survey, article 12 125 30




C. A. Spauldiiig, repairs 14 29
Wilton Plumb. & Heating Co., service 10 65
Abbott W. Lawrence, service 3 00
Thrift Stores, Inc., suplies 8 42
Harold Foote, floor repairs 4 50
George W. Bliss, thawing pipes 17 25
Chas. Sibley, cleaning windows, paint 44 00





Albert Junkins, constable and chief $462 10
Cabinet Press, notices 6 75
Harold L. Aldrich, special officer 55 44
Frank Hall, special officer 23 00
Howard French, special officer 41 50
Minn. Mining Mfg. Co., reflector tape 9 30
Eastern Fire Equip. Co., badges 16 15
Belmont Supply Co., flares 5 78
W. S. Darley & Co., belts 35 19





















Arthur L. Daniels, fire chief $20 84
Arthur L. Daniels, forest fire warden 20 83
Frank Richardson, fire chief 4 16
Frank Richardson, forest fire warden 4 17
Frank Richardson, 1st. assist, chief 12 50
Edwin R. Locke, 1st assist, chief 15 00
Edward Marchildon, 2nd assist, chief 15 00
Arthur L. Daniels, fires 450 65
Frank Richardson, fires 101 25
Bob's Auto Service, gas and repairs 113 75
Amherst Village District, water
Milford Grain and Coal Co., oil
New England Tel. & Tel. Co.,
phone and net work
Public Service Co. of N. H., lights
Clark's Garage, gas and repairs
Guv Nelson, plowing snow
Rotch Insurance Afjencv, insurance
Morgan Motor Parts, Inc., safety
lights 67 10
Milford Fire Department, Durkee
and Carter fires 34 70
Ureaka Fire Hose, hose 1389 60
Mass. Bonding and Ins. Co., liabilitv 156 60
MacLeod Company, extinguisher
recharge 7 50
Lawrence Engine Co., firemen's
salary 200 00
Seamans Supplv Co., batteries 16 44
Milford Pub. Works, h\ drant rental 40 00
Robert Hancock, steward 100 00
30
H. R. Locke & Sons, batteries 3 20
Thrift Stores, Inc., supplies 80









Charles J. Lincoln $100 00
Trustees of Trust Funds:
Expended:
Trustees of Trust Funds $1256 00
(Includes Grader Fund $6.00)
Long Range Tree Program:
Appropriation: $650.00
Expended:
Harold L .Aldrich, brush removal $ 19 90
The F. A. Bartlett Tree Expert Co.,
Inc., tree care 764 00
Harry Melendy, setting trees 40 00





























Harold L. Aldrich, Jan. 1, 1954
to Mar. 9, 1954 $3316 14
Harold L. Aldrich, Mar. 10, 1954





Harold L. Aldrich, gravel $1265 80








Dwight P. Brown $25 00
Cemeteries:
Appropriation: $1150.00
From Trust Fund: 150.00
Expended:
Marsh & McLennan, Inc., work-
man's compensation insurance 71 10









Amherst School District $77,393 44
Article No. 5, Adding Machine:
Appropriation: $300.00
Expended:
Burroughs Corporation $285 50
Article No. 6, Printing Inventory:
Appropriation: $50.00
Expended:
The Cabinet Press, printing $20 00
Catherine A. Kruger, typing 30 00
$50 00
Article No. 7, Tar Kettle:
Appropriation: $750.00
Expended:
Hedge & Mattheis Company $720 10




Elgin Burtt $282 67




Article No. 10, Park Curbing:
Appropriation: $300.00
Expended:
Harold L. Aldrich, labor $299 96
Article No. 11, Mack Hill Road:
Appropriation: $975.00
Expended:
Harold L. Aldrich $1039 00
iH
A NARRATIVE REPORT OF THE SELECTMEN
Amherst continues to grow, with new homes and
new population, the checkhst now contain 1056 names
of quahfied voters.
The 1954 valuation does not reflect this increase due
to a ruling of the Tax Commission requiring that the
same percentage of total value be applied to livestock
and stock and trade that is apphed to real estate which
resulted in a substantial decrease in assessed valuation
of this type of property for 1954.
Our tax rate was $6.16 per $100.00 valuation for
the town, plus $.96 per $100.00 valuation for the Water
District, divided as follows:
1953 1954
School Rate $3.29 per $100. $4.58 per $100.00
Town Rate 1.93 per $100. 1.58 per $100.00
$5.22 per $100. $6.16 per $100.00
Precinct 1.16 per $100. .96 per $100.00
Total $6.28 per $100. $7.12 per $100.00
In this year's report we will attempt to review the
year's activities in the various departments of the town
government and this report will precede the reports of
the other departments.
Town Hall
The Selectmen feel that there is urgent need of
repairs to the main entrance hall and dining room in
the Town Hall to provide for storage of supplies and
greater sanitation and convenience. An article appears
in the Warrant on this subject.
Town Budget
The comparative statement of appropriations and
expenditures shows a net overdraft of $3055.20. Sev-
eral departments are involved in this over expenditure
of budget figures. No provision was made in the bud-
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get for insurance and this charge $555.62 is inckided in
Town Hall and Other Buildings expenditures, which
was a total of $2465.90. In addition the light bill
$268.83. Heating $718.00 and gas bill 8120.00 were
higher than last year due to the School Lunch Program
and other activities in the Town Hall.
Summer Maintenance
The Summer Maintenance overdraft was $1154.85,
including $312.60 for tile for the Mack Hill improve-
ment, to replace the old culvert. The damage of wind
and water resulting from two hurricanes.
General Expense
The Highway General Expense ran over $341.93
due to tires and repairs of the grader not anticipated.
T. R. A.
The T. R. A. appropriation for 1954 was used to
grade and gravel the Chestnut Hill road from the end
of the present hard surfaced road to the New Boston
line, and to grade and gravel and hard surface the
Ponemah Hill road from Route 122 to the Milford town
line. Also to resurface the Mack Hill road where tlie
correction in grade and curve was completed under
Article No. 12.
Fire Department
Due to the resignation of Fire Chief Daniels in Oc-
tober, Frank F. Richardson was appointed to replace
him, Edwin Locke was appointed to First Assistant
Chief and Edward Marchildon was appointed Second
Assistant Chief.
May we call your attention to the following extract
from the State Laws regarding permits for fires.
Liability for Fires Without Permit
Any person causing or kindling a fire without permit
of the Forest Fire Warden, when such permit is re-
quired, and any person by whose negligence or the
negligence of his agents any fire shall be caused, shall
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be liable in a civil action for the payment to the town,
or the state or both, of the expenses incurred by the
Forest Fire Warden or Deputy Warden in attending or
extinguishing such fire. The items of expense of said fire
shall be approved in writing by the State Forester,
Chapter 37 of the Revised Laws of 1945.
Articles in 1954 Warrant
Article No. 5. A new adding machine was purchas-
ed at a net cost of $285.50; appropriation $300.00.
Article No. 7. A tar kettle was purchased at a net
cost of $720.10; appropriation $750.00.
Article No. 8. The Cricket Corner Cemetery fence
was repaired and painted at a net cost of $282.67; appro-
priation $316.00
Article No. 9. Nothing was expended for street
signs; appropriation $200.00.
Article No. 10. The grading and curbing of tlie
middle common was carried out to the extent of the
appropriation; expended $299.96; appropriation $300.
Article No. 12. The relocating, grading and gravel-
ing of the curve and hill on Mack Hill road was com-
pleted at a cost of $1039.00, not including the new cul-
vert, which was charged to Summer Maintenance
($312.60), the resurfacing with T. R. A. funds ($226.61)
and a survev by qualified highway survevors ($125.30)
which was charged to the Town Officers' expense; ap-
propriation $975.00.
Conclusion
We the Selectmen feel that we have had very good
cooperation from all departments of the town govern-
ment and thank each one concerned.
Ernest C. Stewart, our chairman during the last
year, is retiring today, after serving the Town faithfully
and conscientiously for three years, and we who have
worked with him feel that all of our decisions have been
made in the best interest of the town.
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REPORT OF HIGHWAY AGENT
Harold L. Aldrich
During the Spring, the highway department gravel-
ed several sections of road. Two of the roads that were
graveled were Carter Road and from Odell's Farm to
the Frederick Haigis' place. Several muddy sections
were also graveled.
During the month of March the summer grading
program was started.
The summer maintenance program took care of all
necessary road repairs, culverts and the cutting of brush.
Although we had a very wet summer, we were able
to get our oiling program completed.
I am sure we all remember the two hurricanes we
had in September. These storms cost the Town of
Amherst several hundred dollars. Several large trees
blocked roads in the outlying sections of town. The
two major roads washed out were Ponemah Hill and
Patch Hill; several other wash-outs were repaired. The
storms coming late in the summer when town funds
were about used up, made it necessary to run over the
budget.
T. R. A. money was spent on Ponemah Hill and






Fisk Highway Fund 26 75
H. W. Anderson 62 50
Gordon Mann 3 60
Motor Vehicle Dept. refund 53 74
$7646 59
Hume Pipe of N. E. Inc., culvert pipe $312 60
Wilton Lumber Co., post 7 44
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South Street Garage, grader repair
Milford Grain and Coal Co., brick for catch
Clark's Garage, grader gas
Bob's Auto Service, grader gas
Ernest Gagnon, repairs and supplies
Joe Thompson, welding
Oliver Merrill, guard rails
Ralph Currier, gravel
Ernest Phinney, gravel
William E. Bedders, shovel
Joseph Fay, shovel
Bedders Construction Co., bulldozer
Joseph Fay, bulldozer
Oliver Merrill, loader
Arthur Underwood, tractor and mower
Orson Bragdon, tractor
Oliver Merrill, tractor
Oliver Merrill, power saw
















John Young, grader operator




Mrs. T. Lincoln $25 00
Granite State x\sphalt Products Co. Inc.,
cold patch
R. C. Hazelton Co. Inc., parts
N. H. Explosi\ es and Machinery Co. Inc.,
snow plow supplies
Socony Vacuum Oil Co. Inc., snow plow oil
Bob's Auto Service, grader parts
The County Stores Inc., supplies
Daniels Service, town barn oil
Merrimack Farmers Exchange Inc., salt
R. C. Hazelton Co. Inc., plow
Ernest Gagnon, repairs
Joseph Thompson, welding
Clark's Garage, grader gas




E. E. Phinney, gravel






















Harold L. Aldrich, foreman
Orson Bragdon 67 50
$8254 05
Granite State Asphalt Prod. Co. Inc., patch
Trimount Bitummous Products Co., oil
Barrett Division, oil
Thrift Stores Inc., rubber gloves and apron































Bedders Construction Co., bulldozer $60 00
A. J. McKay, bulldozer 30 00
Ernest Miles, labor 4 20
Ned Locke, labor 1 10
George Boutelle,labor 1 10
Robert Locke, labor 1 65
Frederick Howard, labor 4 20
Guv Bills, labor 4 20
Frank Bills, labor 17 85
John Young, grader operator 32 50





Soconv Vacuum Oil Co., Inc. 3 00
Town' of Bedford 75 00
$578 00
R. C. Hazelton Co. Inc., supplies $108 88
Rice's Inc., grader tires 294 84
State of N. H., signs 9 50
Daniels Service, town barn oil 6 70
Joseph Thompson, welding 12 00
Bob's Auto Service, parts 3 00
Ernest Gagnon, repairs 65 40
Wirthmore Grain Co., catch basin brick 38 75
Wilton Lumber Co., post 10 82
Milford Paint Works, paint 4 90
Oliver Merrill, culvert guards 11 52
Mabel Aldrich, bookkeeping 25 00
The County Stores Inc., supplies 55 36
Public Service Co. of N. H., town barn hghts 17 50
South Street Garage, grader repairs 9 25
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Harold L. Aldrich, supplies 14 33
Hedge and Matthers Co., supplies 29 28
Socony Vacuum Oil Co., Inc., grader oil 30 30
W. D. Bell, steam cleaning of grader 18 00
Grader Insurance 83 50
Workmen's Comp. 71 10
PARK CURBING
Appropriation $300 00
Clarence Hagar, making over graves after
removing curbing
Harold L. Aldrich, truck
Guy Bills, labor
Frederick Howard, labor
Harold L. Aldrich, foreman
$95 91
rs.
REPORT OF THE CHIEF OF POLICE
Arrests 14
Accidents 6
Careless and negligent operation 2
Reckless operation 1
Drunk 1
Driving under influence and assault 1
Stop sign violations 2
Placed on file 1
Unreasonable speed 4
Yellow line violation 4
Fatal accidents 1
D. E. warning cards issued 8
Warnings to operators of motor vehicles 35
Abandoned car 1
Highway and traffic dutv 100
Warning for speeding 7
Stolen property 3
Break and enter 3
Theft of gasoline 1
Shooting at night complaint 1
Family trouble 1
Memorial Day parade 1 man, 3 hrs
Fourth of July Patrol duty, 1 man, 2 nights 13 hrs
Disturbance calls 3 hrs
Complaints 30 hrs
Aid to other departments 6 hrs
Collecting dog licenses 9 hrs




Dogs disposed of 3
Dog damage 2
Dogs returned to owners 6
Dogs killed by motor vehicles 2
Stray animal complaints 1
Animals returned to owner 1
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Emergency message delivered 1
Emergency aid 2
Warning to boys 1
Inquiry from U. S. Civil Service 2
Inquiry from U. S. Army Air Force 1
Other inquiries 6
Dances at lake 23
Legion dances 35
Town hall use requiring police 4
Hurricane duty 13 hrs.
Civilian Defense meeting 1
Air Raid tests 2
Street lights reported out 2
Traffic reported not working 2
Bicvcle safety — reflector tape supplied by dept. 2 hrs.
Hallowe'en dutv 2 nights, 4 men 37 hrs.
F. B. I. Conference, attended bv two men
Sign ordered removed from highway 1
This department wishes to extend thanks to State
Police Sergeant Conti and State Troopers McBain and
Cotv, also Motor Vehicle Inspector Landry and the Mil-
ford Police Department for their cooperation.
I would like to carry out the bicycle program again
this year and would like to see 100 % cooperation from
both the youngsters and parents as I think this is a very
important and worthwhile project due to our increased
traffic through Amherst.
It is also time for us to consider the installation of
a two-way radio in our activities.





Called out of town for brush fire, Bedford 1
Slab fire 1
Chimney fires 8
Oil burner fire 1
Automobile fire 1
Grass and brush fires 8
Dump fires 3
House fires 3
Inspected oil burning equipment 26
False alarms 2
Paid firemen $572.73 for attending fires.
The firemen have had weekly practice during sum-
mer months. During the year 900 feet of 2V:»" double
jacket coupled hose and 250 feet of IV2" double jacket
coupled hose have been purchased.
FRANK F. RICHARDSON, Chief.
REPORT OF DISTRICT FIRE CHIEF
To the Forest Fire Warden:
The following is suggested information to be en-
closed with your own record in the Annual Report of
yom- town:
In looking over the records I find that over one-third
of the fires in District One in 1954 were from incinera-
tors and burning without first securing a permit from
the forest fire warden of the town where fire occurred.
As all these thirty-three fires were in violation of the
law, all of us citizens who own homes or rent property
should try to the best of our ability to cooperate with
the forest fire warden and fire chief in the town or city
in which we live.
After the snow leaves the ground and the spring sea-
son arrives we all like to get out of doors and start to
clean up the grounds and back sheds so before we start
to burn, let's contact the forest fire warden of the town
in which we live and get his view and permit.
GUY O. HOLLIS, District Fire Chief.
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FIRE WARDEN'S REPORT
35. Permits, (b) No person, firm or corporation
shall kindle or cause to be kindled any fire or shall bmn
or cause to be burned any material, and no city or town
shall kindle or maintain a fire or a public dump, in or
near woodlands, pasture, brush, sprout, waste, or cut-
over land, or where fire mav be communicated to such
land, except when the ground is covered with snow,
without first obtaining a written permit from the forest
fire warden of the town where the burning is to be done
unless the same is in the presence of the warden or his
agent.
36. Liability for Fires without Permit. Any per-
son causing or kindling a fire without permit of the
forest fire warden, when such permit is required, and
any person by whose negligence or the negligence of
his agents any fire shall be caused, shall be liable in a
civil action for the payment to the town, or the state
or both, of the expenses incurred by the forest fire war-
den or deputy warden in attending or extinguishing
such fire.
Forest Fire Warden's Report:
Number of fires 5
Acres Burned 9





1954, as you are aware, had a beautiful summer with
plenty of rain to make our cemeteries' vegetation
healthy looking. We did have, however, two dirty hur-
ricanes to contend with, also a number of high winds
to clean up after.
Two trees had to be moved by Mr. Young after the
hurricanes. The loss of neither tree was detrimental to
the cemeteries as one had been leaning badly since the
'38 hurricane and the other was at the back of the Old
Cemetery.
Meadowview Cemetery was greatly improved by the
removal of the curbings (special appropriation of 1954)
on four rough lots, at the same time greatlv improving
the Common on which they were placed. The monu-
ments have been lowered, the lots made over at a lower
level, and were a beautiful green last fall. Some of the
adjoining lots were also made over (by regular appro-
priation) to correspond with the lav of the land, making
six in all.
The Cricket Corner cemetery fence was made over,
part of it new where needed, the rest straightened and
all painted by special appropriation voted at Town
Meeting in 1954 and your Sexton partially graded along
the back entrance to the cemeterv as promised in the
1954 Report, by regular appropriation. It needs a little
more grading and will be seeded this Spring.
The Trustees of the Trust Fund used some of the in-
terest on last year's fund to repair the fence around
Meadowview Cemetery, getting it readv to be painted
during the ensuing vear.
There were fourteen burials in 1954. Six were
from town, and eight brought in from out of town, one
of which was an infant.
It is the desire of the Sexton to have our cemeteries
looking as well as our surrounding communities. Of
course it does run into monev witli helper's wages, ma-
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terials, and rising prices. There are five cemeteries
to care for which means a lot of territory to cover. If
the tov/n feels that the cemeteries are being cared for
suitabl) , the Sexton would like to have the town vote
more money for their care so that we can continue to




REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
A review of the minutes of our meetings during the
year is rather more interesting than might be expected
because of the variety of matters which have required
attention.
The Sexton's report will probabh' cover the two
fence repair jobs for which funds have been provided;
one the repairing and painting of the fence at Cricket
Corner Cemetery (our share of the cost was $141.33),
and the repairing of the fence at Meadowview for
$198.17 in preparation for painting which was sched-
uled but not done because of the wet weather; it is now
planned for this spring.
The matters having to do with that portion of our
funds which are invested in several of the approved
investment trusts require considerable attention, but
the greater return from such investments justifies the
time spent, and the actual keeping of the records will
undoubtedly be less invohed when the proper forms
are developed.
The income from our investments is slightly greater
than it was during the preceding year.




Town of Amherst, Highway Maintenance
Cemeterv Improvement and Maintenance











This Committee, after meeting and consulting with
the departments and individuals concerned, has care-
fully considered each item in the Town and School
Budgets and each article in the warrants at this date.
We have endeavored to arrive at as equitable rec-
ommendations as possible. We express our apprecia-
tion for the cooperation received.
TOWN WARRANT
ARTICLE 1:
No comment is necessary.
ARTICLE 2:
We recommend approval of each item in the Town
Budget except as noted. We offer the following com-
ments on some of the items.
Expenses of Town Hall and other Town Buildings:
The bulk of the increase in this item represents un-
appropriated insurance on the town buildings, the re-
mainder by the increased use of the Town Hall and
attendant expenses of Heat, Light, Gas and Telephone.
Long Range Tree Program: This amount is approx-
imately the same as expended last year, a portion of
which was contributed by private subscription. Due
to the increased presence of and inroads by the Dutch
Elm disease we recommend approval.
Winter Maintenance: The handling of winter
maintenance in this manner would be consistent with
the rest of the Town bookkeeping. We feel the sum
of Six Thousand Dollars reasonable, based on the ex-
perience of the past several winters. We recommend
approval.
Librai'ies: The need for a part time Librarian re-
sulting from the increased use of the Library justifies
this increase. We recommend approval.
Old Age Assistance: This item is justified in view
of additional demands on this fund.









Despite the need for such, there never has been a
regular maintenance program for the Town Hall.
We recommend that the Committee be appointed,
and that funds not exceeding $2,000.00 be appropriated
for the completion this year of the most necessary re-
pairs including the re-pointing of the foundation as
described in Article 12.
We further recommend that the committee propose
a long range plan for capital improvement and major
maintenance together with a recommended annual




If Article 8 has been approved in respect to the
Committee, we recommend that they consider the pres-
ent state of repair of the stage curtain and this mater
be handled by them.
ARTICLE 11:
We recommend that no money be raised and appro-
priated for this purpose.
ARTICLE 12:




From the standpoint of sound Town finance, we
recommend approval of plan (A) listing the following
reasons:
The town would be relieved of any liability
responsibility.
This would eliminate the curve hazard now
existing.
Future maintenance costs would be eliminated.
It would permit bus service between Amherst
and Nashua.
ARTICLE 15:
In its present form, we do not recommend approval
of this article.
ARTICLE 16:
We recommend that no money be raised and ap-
propriated for this purpose.
SCHOOL WARRANT
ARTICLES 1 THROUGH 7:
We recommend approval.
ARTICLE 8:
We recommend approval of each item in the School
Budget except as noted and offer the following com-
ments on some of the items.
Items 2, 3 and 4: Increase in these items due large-
ly to increase in assessed valuation and pupil load.
Item 6: A portion of the increase in this amount
results from the increase in salaries. The balance is
due to the need for an additional teacher by the neces-
sity of splitting the 7th grade.
We recommend approval.
Items 7, 8 and 10: Per pupil costs, plus increased
number of pupils are reasons for increases in these items.
Items 11, 12 and 13: No comment necessary.
Item 14: The amount asked is $2,285.00 consisting
as follows:
$500.00 interior painting $150.00 plnmbing
$535.00 fire bell system $100.00 minimum repairs
$1,000.00 reshingling Brick School roof
In view of the increased expenditures required on
the exterior of the buildings recommended in Item 22
and also Article 11, and in considering the present good
condition of the interior paint, we suggest the amount
asked for interior painting be reduced to $250.00.
Inspection of the Brick School roof indicates that
the reshingling can again be safely postponed.
We recommend an appropriation of $1,035.00 for
this item.
Item 16: After reviewing this item of transporta-
tion costs with the School Board, we feel that this mat-
ter has now been negotiated to the point where it com-
pares favorably to the actual mileage costs of surromid-
ing towns.
We recommend approval.
Item 19: Statutory obligation increased by in-
crease of teachers' salaries.
Item 22: The amount asked is $1,000.00 for sur-
facing walks and a play area adjacent to the Clark
School to cut down wear and tear and upkeep of the
floors in the new school.
We recommend approval.
Item 23: The amount asked $740.00 is for:




Items 25 and 26: Increases in these items reflect-
ed by new school additions.
ARTICLE 9:
In view of our having insufficient information on
this subject, we feel that we are not in a position to
make a recommendation.
ARTICLE 10:
We recommend approval of this item.
ARTICLE 11:
We recommend approval of this article, and further
recommend that future expenditures be incorporated
as part of Item No. 14 of the School Budget for Repairs
and Replacements.






REPORT OF TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
For the Year Ending December 31, 1954
Accrued Interest on hand Jan. 1, 1954
Souhegan National Bank $ 248 35
Manchester Savings Bank 57 44
Incorporated Investors Trust 1,324 08
Fidehty Fund 2,000 22
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TREE COMMITTEE REPORT
1954, although a very wet year, was a disastrous one
for trees in Amherst. The two preceding dry summers
with our sandy soil definitely made them more suscepti-
ble to disease; and the two hurricanes did great damage.
To top it off, the ever-spreading Dutch Elm disease
was discovered in Amherst for the first time — 6 elms —
two in the Village, one in Ponemah, and three on Chris-
tian Hill. These six must come down and the bark
burned, which will be done this winter.
The spring spraying of elms was done more thor-
roughly than in the past. However, it now becomes ap-
parent that if we are to do our best in maintainiing our
present fine elms, a double spraying at resulting higher
cost should be done this coming spring.
Considerable individual tree work was done on town
trees and particularly at the Old Cemetery. It was gra-
tifying that so many residents had spraying and special
work done on their own. Only by town and individuals
working on the problem together, can the preservation
of our present growth be maintained. We look forward
to the continuing of this concerted effort.
Arrangements have been completed for the spring
planting of five young Rock Maples on town land in
the Village as a start of a yearly plan to replace fallen
trees and get some younger growth underway.
Good, healtliy trees on both private and town pro-
perty are an important asset to Amherst. In addition to
supervising the town program we would be more than




ROBERT W. SEAMANS, Chairman.
January 14, 1955.
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REPORT OF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICIAL
ZONING ORDINANCE
During the calendar year 1954, 35 permits were is-
sued under the Zoning Ordinance compared with 22




REPORT OF THE ROAD COMMISSION - 1954
To the Citizens and Taxpayers of the Town of Amherst:
Due to the inquiries of taxpayers, expressed to \'our
Selectmen as to the reason for the long range program
of road improvements of the last few years, and the
reason for the existence of the Road Commission, we
submit the following explanation, in deference to their
request:
Because the results obtained during previous years
did not prove to be in the best interests of the town
as a whole, a number of taxpayers met in session and
decided something had to be done to bring the road
department in line with the existing and prospective
demands, and to provide a method to bring about a
systematic road improvement program each vear and
for a series of years.
And to take such action as might be necessarv to
insure the financing bv T.R.A. funds entirely.
It was also decided, that an advisory commission
should be appointed by the Selectmen to assist the
Road Agent and Selectmen at such times as they might
desire.
This resulted in the adoption of Article 30 as con-
tained in the Town Report for the year ending June
30, 1946 ,and the first Long Range Program, which was
adopted.
Every thinking taxpayer, realizes, that roads which
will provide safe rapid passage over their surfaces, at
all times of the year, is a "must."
With this thought in mind, a svstem of main and
feeder roads was laid out based on the factual needs,
and distributed equitably in the different districts of
the town.
This year, with the completion of the balance of
the Thornton Ferry Road, the balance of the Chestnut
Hill Road, the Green Road, the first Long Range Pro-
gram will be accomplished.
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A new three (3) year program including the above
unfinished roads has been projected for consideration.
The following roads are contained therein, the Roy
Davis Road, Dump Road, Patch Hill Road, Lincoln
Road, Austin Road, Old Milford Road, Brook Road,
Junkirts Road and \A''arren's Road.
A careful survey of these roads was made and ten-
tative or estimated costs compiled so that the Select-
men can adjust the mileage to be undertaken in proper
relation to funds available.
We suggest immediate installation this spring of
proper raihngs or guards at culverts, this to include
luminous markers visible from either road direction.
We also suggest directional signs of the readable
size letters at junction of intersecting roads.
We also suggest, continued co-operation with the
State in the contributions to T.R.A. and subsequent
construction.
Progress has not been as rapid as could have been
wished, but to use the State's statement, Amherst is far
ahead of most towns and is well on the wav to a com-




We have examined the accounts of the following
town officers: Selectmen, Town Clerk, Town Treasurer,
Tax Collector, Road Agent, Trustees of Trust Funds,
Treasurer of Library, Judge of Police Court, and find








If one word were to be used to describe the out-
standing feature of the hbrary during the past year,
that word would certainly be Activity. During the peri-
od January 1, 1954 through December 31, 1954, sixty
new patrons have registered their names.
During the year 420 books have been accessioned
to the library. Of these 147 books have been classified
as adult fiction, 50 as adult non-fiction, 159 as juvenile
fiction, and 64 as juvenile non-fiction. The library
subscribes to 19 magazines and one newspaper; 2 maga-
zines have been given regularly.
Gifts of books, magazines, and money have been
made by the following people: Mr. and Mrs. R. D.
Le May, Mrs. Catherine Kruger, Miss Ethel Putnam,
Mrs. Philip B. Holmes, Mr. Arthur Bonney, Mr. Donald
Swain, Mrs. Charles Carruth, Mr. Thurston Whittle
Estate, Mrs. Stanley Brown, and Mrs. Carroll Chase.
Special mention of the gift from Mrs. Charles Car-
ruth should be made in this report. It includes 16 vol-
umes Victor Hugo's works, 12 volumes Dumas, 54 vol-
umes Scott's Waverley Novels, and 8 volumes Hume's
History of England.
In February, Mrs. Willard French volunteered her
services and since that time has been appointed as
Assistant Librarian.
The Bookmobile owned and operated by the Con-
cord State Library continues its valuable service to
the schools and to small libraries. During the year 499
books have been loaned to us in this manner.
Book Week was observed in November with many
colorful book displavs and posters. Children from the
Clark School visited the library at this time.
The Trustees and the Librarian wish to thank Mrs.
Virginia Chambers for her interest in placing floral ar-
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rangements in the library during the year, particularly
at Christmas time.
The circulation this past year has been as follows:
Adult fiction 4031 Juvenile fiction 5989
Adult non-fiction 790 Juvenile non-fiction 1197
Adult magazines 1114 Juvenile magazines 47
Adult total 5935 Juvenile total 7233
Grand total circulation: 13,168
The above figures show that the circulation has in-
creased more than 45 % in the past year. This increase
I believe is due largely to the cooperation of the teach-
ers and the splendid support of the Board of Trustees.
With the steady growth of the town, the schools, and
the church, it seems logical to assume that the increased
demand on the librarv will continue. Even now our
facilities are inadequate, especially in the juvenile sec-
tion, and I think we should be giving serious considera-






Herewith the Treasurer's report for 1954:
RECEIPTS
January 1, 1954, cash on hand $ 333 51
Appropriation 1500 00
Trust Funds — 1952 additional income 83 97
Trust Funds — 1953 additional income 54 92
Trust Funds - 1954 income 215 00

















REPORT OF THE JUSTICES OF THE
AMHERST MUNICIPAL COURT
The past year has been an active one for the Amherst
Municipal Court, The case load has doubled from that
of the previous year. The Court notes with regret a
steadily increasing number of juvenile matters coming
before it, involving offenses not generally associated in
the public mind with the activities of minors. Vanda-
lism and more serious charges predominate. These
cases, some of them still under jurisdiction of the Court,
have been handled in private session. Supervision has
been turned over to the New Hampshire Department of
Probation.
Motor vehicle cases continue in plentiful numbers.
It is a matter of common knowledge that Amherst has
witnessed several fatal accidents in the past year. In
the judgement of your Justices, these accidents have
been the result of excessive speed through the immedi-
ate environs of the town, with serious results.
One case involving reckless driving resulting in
death, and a companion action involving the same party
has resulted in appeals to the Supreme Court on rulings
of laws made by your Justices, The Supreme Court has
upheld the rulings of the Amherst Nlunicipal Court
without exception on all matters appealed to higher au-
thority. It is to be noted however, that one case ap-
pealed to the Superior Court was nol prossed by the
Countv Solicitor and the respondent freed without fur-
ther determination of his cause.
The Justices of your Court feel that the acquisition
of some form of radio communication for the police
and fire departments should be considered, and to that
end, they are willing to devote their salaries toward
minimizing the cost of such equipment should the voters
desire to acquire it. Radio communication, had it been
available during the past year, would have materially
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aided the law enforcement authorities in more than








The State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the Amherst Village District in
the County of Hillsborough in said State,
qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Amherst
Town Hall in said Amherst on Fridav, the eleventh day
of March, next at eight of the clock in the afternoon,
to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary District Officers for the
year ensuing,
2. To raise such sums of money as may be neces-
sarv to defray District charges for the ensuing year
and make appropriations of the same.
3. To act upon a proposal to transfer the fire
alarm system to the Town of Amherst, dependent on
favorable action on a similar article at the regular town
meeting.
4. To transact any other business which may
legally come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this third day of





Commissioners of Amherst Village District.
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AMHERST VILLAGE DISTRICT BUDGET
Estimates of Receipts and Expenditures for the Ensuing Year
January 1, 1955 to December 31, 1955
Compared to
Estimated and Actual Receipts and Expenditures of the Previous




Cash on hand Jan. 1 $ 744.50 $ 744.50 $ 1,000.00
Reserve 562.86
Total cash on hand $ 744.50 $ 744.50 $ 1,562.86
Income water service, prior yr. $ 1,958.60 $ 1,907.35
Income water service, current yr. $4,200.00 2,660.58 2,750.00
Total income water service $4,200.00 $ 4,619.18 $ 4,657.35
Hydrant rental 1,365.00 1,365.00 1,365.00
Precinct tax 6,479.05 6,479.05 *5,657.65
Rebate on insurance 31.00
Total Receipts $12,788.55 $13,238.73 $13,242.86
EXPENDITURES
Bonds called and cancelled
AMHERST VILLAGE DISTRICT BALANCE SHEET
December 31, 1954
ASSETS
Cash on hand Dec. 31, 1954 $1,562 86
Accounts Receivable, including
December 31 bills 1,907 35
Total Current Assets $3,470 21
Water System $150,869 31
Fire Alarm System 6,700 00
Total Fixed Assets 157,569 31
Total Assets $161,039 52
LIABILITIES
Bonds Payable $143,000 00






The water system is now in its fourth year of opera-
tion. The number of water services stands at 131, an
increase of 11 during the year. The two year (1953 and
1954) gain is therefore 25 users.
It is anticipated that the coming year will require
the installation of another eleven services. Budget
figures for meters and connections are based on this
estimate. As has been pointed out previously, the sys-
tem has ample capacity to meet the increasing demands
of the district for many years.
Revenue from water services and hydrant rentals
is now meeting about 50 /^ of the annual expenditures.
Taxes, which supply the remaining receipts, should re-
flect the increased valuation in the district and diminish
slightly.
Article 3 of the district warrant requires considera-
tion of a proposal to transfer the fire alarm system to
the town. It is felt that the system will function more
effectively from being a part of the Fire Department
which is most intimately concerned with its operation.
An earlier transfer was not practical since the guaran-
tee period expired only recently.
The State Board of Health continues to report fav-
orably on the water samples submitted periodically.
A program of preventative maintenance is being
initiated in order to balance this work over an extended
time.
It is requested that the Treasurer be notified by the
owner after a real estate transfer in order that the









Kenneth Goodwin, School Board Term Expkes 1955
Curtis Worthen, School Board Term Expires 1956
Mrs. Dorothy Davis, School Board Term Expires 1957
Harold C. Bowley Superintendent
Everett Rockwell Principal
Mrs. Catherine Kruger Clerk and Treasurer
Arthur Bonney, Jr. Moderator
Oscar Burns, M.D. School Physician
Mrs. Virginia Gill, R.N. School Nurse
Mrs. Dorothy Davis Truant Officer
Mabel I. Connolly Helping Teacher
School Calendar for 1954-55
Begin Close
Wed., September 8, 1954 Fri., December 17,1954
Mondav, January 3, 1955 Fridav, Februarv 18, 1955
Monday, February 28, 1955 Friday, April 22, 1955
Monday, May 2, 1955 Approx. June 17, 1955
Holidays:
October 14-15 — Teachers' Convention
November 25-26 — Thanksgiving
May 30 — Memorial Day
School Calendar for 1955-1956
Begin Close
Wed., September 7, 1955 Wed., December 21, 1955
Tues., Januarv 3, 1956 Fri., Februarv 17, 1956
Mon., February 27, 1956 Fri., April 20, 1956
Mon., April 30, 1956 Approx. June 13, 1956
Holidavs:
October 13-14 — Teachers Convention
November 24-25 — Thanksgiving
School closes at 12:15 — November 23, 1955
Mav 30 — Memorial Dav
WARRANT FOR ANNUAL SCHOOL MEETING
The State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the School district in the Town
of Amherst quahfied to vote in district affairs:
You are herebv notified to meet at the Town Hall
in said district on the 4th day of March 1955, at eight
o'clock in the afternoon, to act upon the following sub-
jects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for
the ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To determine and appoint the salaries of the
School Board and Truant Officer, and fix the compen-
sation of any other officers or agent of the district.
6. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Com-
mittees, or Officers chosen, and pass any vote relating
thereto.
7. To choose Agents, Auditors and Committees in
relation to any subject embraced in this warrant.
8. To see what sum of monev the district will raise
and appropriate for the support of schools, for the
salaries of school district officials and agents, and for the
payment of statutory obligations of the district, and to
authorize the application against said appropriation of
such sums as are estimated to be received from the
state foundation aid fund together with other income;
the school board to certify to the selectmen the balance
between the estimated revenue and the appropriation,
which balance is to be raised by taxes by the town.
9. To see if the school district will vote to elect its
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officers by an official ballot and to adopt the non-Parti-
san System as provided in Sections 112 to 120 of Chap-
ter 34 of the Revised Laws for such elections.
10. To see if the district will vote to raise and
appropriate $500 for the purpose of providing band
and/or orchestra instruction in the schools.
11. (Bv Petition) To see if the district will raise
and appropriate the sum of $400 to commence a planned
program of renovating the grounds and outside facili-
ties of the Schools.
12. To transact any other business which may
legally come before said meeting.
Given under our hands at said Amherst this 14th






NOTIFICATION OF SCHOOL ASSESSMENT, 1954
EXPENDITURES
Current Expenditures $80,178 14
Capital Outlay:
New Equipment 1,752 00
Architects Fees 2,100 00
Debt and Interest 7,796 75
Total Appropriation $91,826 89
RECEIPTS
Trust Funds (Estimate) $ 430 00
Other Receipts (Estimate) 1,500 00
Assessment Required to meet
School District Appropriation 89,896 89
Total Appropriation $91,826 89
I certify that the above is a correct statement of the
obligations authorized, and tlie amounts to be assessed
to meet statutory requirements and appropriations made
at the annual meeting of the Amherst School District
held March 5, 1954 and June 28, 1954.
CATHERINE A. KRUGER,
Clerk of the School District.
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REPORT OF TREASURER
(For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1953 to June 30, 1954)
CATHERINE A. KRUGER, Treasurer,















REPORT OF SCHOOL BOARD
Since the main task of a school board is of a financial
nature, and because you undoubtedly viewed with dis-
may the final figure in the new budget, we shall touch
upon some of the chief reasons for the increase.
The salaries of all personnel of our public schools
are on the rise, and will be for the next decade or long-
er. The basic economic law of supply and demand is
\ ery evident with the much-publicized growing num-
ber of school children rising, and like the see-saw, the
number of trained teachers, supervisors, and superin-
tendents falling alarmingly. In the past the small school
svstems employed inexperienced and older teachers
who for various reasons were content in a small com-
munity; we were not competing with the big cities.
That situation no longer exists; our salary rates must
rise close to that of the cities' or we shall be faced with
vacancies on our stafiF which the superintendent may be
unable to fill.
We have included in the item for salaries a new or
twelfth teacher. This will mean that every grade from
one through eight will have one straight and one com-
bination grade. From a study of the census and the
available rooms, we believe that twelve teachers will
be sufiicient indefinitelv. We shall then have a neces-
sary margin of safety for the unknown number of trans-
fers.
While we are on the subject of school population,
you must have learned by now that the number of chil-
dren in the elementary grades is very close to last year's
and that the tuition pupils increased by a dozen. In a
small community like ours the replacing of se\eral large
families by a retired couple or a small family shifts the
total in the school surprisingly.
The increase in the cost of living touches our bud-
get in the cost of supplies and books as well as for fuel,
lights and janitor supplies.
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The item labeled transportation has risen from
$8,142.80 to 810,500.00. The increase represents a more
realistic approach to the cost of transporting 302 pu-
pils, 210 miles daily. According to Mr. Malcolm Clark,
the actual cost of transportation for this year is $10,780.
The cost per child for the school year is $26.89.
Practically the same as this year will be the number
of tuition pupils to Milford High School, 75 pupils.
We are very grateful and appreciative of the attitude
the Milford School Board takes in regard to the num-
ber of pupils we send. Although there may be 80 in
September and 72 in June, our payments are made
quarterly for the exact number of pupils for the pre-
ceding period.
Under additions and improvements, the board is
very desirous of placing as apron a black top 12 to 14
feet deep around the sides of the Clark addition. It is
hoped that the border will lessen somewhat the amount
of grit and mud tracked into the building.
We recommend for your careful study the reports
of Superintendent Bowley and Principal Rockwell as
well as the warrant and proposed budget. We m*ge
you to keep abreast of the happenings in Concord at
the session of the General Court. Discuss the proposed
legislation affecting our schools with our representative,
Nelle Holmes. Your board believes Amherst is very
fortunate to be made up of interested enlightened citi-
zens whose past support of the schools has been most
encouraging. The unavoidable rise in the amount of
money needed to run our schools demands continued
study and understanding on your part.
KENNETH GOODWIN, Chairman






I herewith present my sixteenth annual report. Sta-
tistics printed on succeeding pages also complement
this report.
Instruction
We had but two changes from last year, one of which
was for a new position which Miss Leona Harmon,
formerly of Pittsfield, now holds and the other for the
retirement of Miss Bertha L. Piper, Since such worthy
recognition and tribute was paid her at a public meet-
ing last Spring, it may be superfluous to add more here-
with. However, we wish it to be in print for future
generations to note that such a tribute and tokens of
appreciation were genuinely manifest. Everyone wish-
es Miss Piper all the pleasures of Retirement which
her years and years of faithful service so justly deserve.
Mr. Everett Rockwell of Tuftonboro was chosen to be
the new Principal and ably carries on the work in your
schools.
I wish to speak a word for the Testing Program and
Workshop which the teachers of this Union attended
last year. The results were gratifying to this extent
that the median of every grade in this Union exceeded
the national median except for Grades 8 and 12 and
they were exactly at that median. Last year's testing
was in the important field of Reading, as to Vocabulary
and Comprehension. Now we turn to a testing program
this year in Arithmetic.
Costs
The figures of state average costs for tuition pur-
poses are not available at this writing. However, they
are freely predicted to be in the vicinitv of $200 for
elementary and $300 for each secondarv pupil. Your
tuition costs exclusive of transportation are S250 per
pupil.
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I anticipate a return to tlie State Aid column for
Amherst. At the same time, there are so many legisla-
tive questions yet to be resolved that I cannot give a
more accurate estimate. Among these are questions
concerning adjustment of tlie formula as to per pupil
aid and to the valuation. However, I have the feeling,
with more pupils to be aided and a larger amount set
aside for State Aid, that these will work to your ad-
vantage this coming Fall.
Deeds
Your two new rooms are very attractive and pleasant.
Added to the other two built last year, the Clark and
Brick Schools, you now have the plant which your
Study Committee suggested. Enrollment remains
around the 300 mark. As the Committee stated, "im-
mediate needs" are satisfied.
I commend to your attention tlie work of a union-
wide Committee to revise the various report cards.
In all probability, trial runs of their results will be made
and your comments sought. This is the first major
change for a number of years and parents and teachers
are joining hands to produce what will be better under-
stood and to convey what parents and teachers alike
need to know about the school work of their children.
Yet to Do
I have recommended an extension of your budget
to include Art Instruction one day per week. I cannot
speak too strongly to this subject in which creative
expression plays so vital a part.
I have also suggested a continuing policy of re-
decorating classrooms. I would prefer to do a part each
year and spread the work over four or five years rather
than a complete job every five years.
Closing
This is the type of education we strive to obtain.
"A good school helps youth to acquire the basic tools
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of learning, to select activities which best prepare them
for life, to prepare for, get and hold a job, to maintain
mental health and physical fitness, to be a good con-
sumer, to do what is right, to be a good citizen, to be
a good family member, to use time wisely." These are
some of the goals or outcomes. You may have others.
But these aims are not alone for the school — they ap-
ply in the home and in other community agencies —
wherever the pupil is found. I bespeak the cooperation
of all agencies toward the solution of the problems of
youth adjustment to our complex society.
My year has been a busy but pleasant one for which
I am duly grateful to my associate. Miss Connolly, a








In the first report of my work in Union No. 40 I
attempted to give a description of the Helping Teacher
Program then in the process of evolution. At this time
I should like to point out a few phases that have been
given particular emphasis during the past year and ac-
count for their development.
Grouping Within the Classroom
Since there mav be found in anv classroom such a
wide range of abilities and degrees of achievement
among the children it is necessary to fit the school pro-
gram to the needs of the children ratlier than try to do
the impossible — fit the children to the program. To do
this effectively, pupils within the classroom are grouped
according to their level of achievement, whether above
or below grade level, and are thus encouraged to pro-
gress at their own rate. Books of different reading lev-
els and other materials must be supplied, and some-
times help given the teacher in determining which
group is best for the child.
Guidance
The programs already underway in some schools
have been further developed and expanded. In all
schools the teachers are aware of the need for pupil
guidance and manv have made use of the several avail-
able facilities whose purpose is to help children watli
problems or to avoid becoming problems. The most
effective guidance is being achieved through teacher-
pupil contact, the teacher recognizing the needs of the
child and understanding how he may best be helped.
Social Studies
In no other subject field are there such great possi-
bilities for the development of character and citizen-
ship. It is also in this field that most guidance may take
place. Teachers are becoming increasingly aware of
the many opportunities for growth that form the basis
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of the unit approach to social studies and encourage
pupil planning and problem solving. The social studies
program throughout the union is also becoming unified
so that the subject content will be similar and follow
a definite sequence. Parents who have visited school
and seen the activities which culminate a unit of work
are enthusiastic about this newer method of teaching
and like the role it is playing in the development of their
children.
Reading Readiness
Until the first grade teacher knows each pupil's
readiness for reading she cannot successfully launch a
good reading program. It often takes two or more
months to be certain of the degree of readiness of every
pupil. To avoid the loss of this valuable time, reading
readiness tests were given to some of the first graders
at the very beginning of the school year, or to most of
them before school started. The children were then
grouped according to their readiness as shown by the
test results. Each teacher knew in September what she
might expect of nearly every pupil and what were his
needs in the five major areas tested: visual, auditory,
muscular coordination, articulation, and language. Since
this is the first time such tests have been given so early
and on a unionwide basis I have followed the organiza-
tion of the first grades very closely in order to deter-
mine whether such a program has merits enough to
warrant its repetition. On the whole it has proven quite
successful. Its main disadvantage was that a few chil-
dren did not do as well as they could when tested so
early and later had to be regrouped. However, this was
more than offset by the following advantages: 1, It
allowed those who were ready to read to start immedi-
ately, saving approximately two months. 2, It showed
just how much preparation was necessary for the other
children, and in what areas. 3, It gave not onlv the
teacher but the parents a better understanding of the
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child's development. In most cases the parent was with
the child while he was being tested, had a chance to
see the test results, and to miderstand exactly what to
expect of him. This has meant a welcome relief from
the usual pressure placed upon the child who was not
ready, but who might without this pressure catch up
with the child who scored much higher. 4, We have
happy children working up to capacity and interested
in what they are doing. This is the most important
advantage of all.
No description of the above program would be com-
plete without mentioning the splendid cooperation en-
countered on the part of all concerned — parents, teach-
ers, principals, members of the school boards, and Mr.
Bowley. For their continued confidence and support,






To the School Board, Superintendent of Schools, and
Citizens of Amherst:
I present herewith my first annual report of the
Amherst Elementary Schools.
We have 292 students in school divided into 11
classes for an average of 26 plus in a room. Three of
these classes are double grades and eight are straight.
Four of the eleven are carried on in modern classrooms.
Of the eleven teachers, four have taken extension
courses the first semester and six are planning to take
courses the second. One of your teachers has a master's
degree and three more have most of their course work
completed. Willingness to advance and to use their indi-
vidual talents to advance your school is quite evident.
Ae we get to know each other, value each other's assets,
and realize each other's limitations we will combine
them to bond together policies and procedure which,
with your aid and understanding, will further develop
vour school.
Your PTA is sponsoring Hot Lunch, Dental Clinic,
Instrumental Music, Nearly New Shop, and many other
worthwhile projects. The PTA should be our concern
and we should all support it.
From 1929 to 1938 and again in 1953 principal's re-
ports encouraged parents to visit school. Now in 1955
may we extend another invitation. Ask the people
who work at Hot Lunch if they don't appreciate the
school situation better bv their meeting a facet of it
there? Parents, PTA, and School must work verv close-
ly to get the most gain for vour child. We must under-
stand our school well enough to stand under it and sup-
port its priceless contribution. This is one thing that
made our one-room schools as successful as thev were.
We have come up with no satisfactorv substitute for
the closeness of the home and the one-room school.
In 1937 there was a suggestion of a combination
auditorium-gymnasium. I am of the opinion that this
should not be a past idea but an idea for the future.
Your school should have a place for joint assembly
where student productions for other students could
be carried on. Greater unity and "esprit de corps"
could be developed with a room of this sort. Its de-
velopment could also enclose the Hot Lunch program
closer to the Clark School. More and more people ex-
pect Hot Lunch to be part of your school program.
The assets of the gymnasium go without saying.
May I express my appreciation to our faculty, School
Board, Superintendent Bowley, Miss Connolly, Mr.
Wells, Mrs. Brown, Mr. Clark, PTA, and all parents





AMHERST SCHOOL MEETING - MARCH 5, 1954
Meeting called to order by Moderator Arthur Bon-
ney at 8:03 p. m. Rev. Kendall Burgess invoked the
blessing.
School Clerk, Catherine A. Kruger, read the War-
rant.
Article 1. Arthur Bonney was unanimously elect-
ed as Moderator for the coming year.
Article 2. Catherine A. Kruger was unanimously
elected as Clerk for the ensuing year.
Article 3. Mrs. Dorothy J. Davis was elected Mem-
ber of School Board, three years.
Article 4. Catherine A. Kruger, elected School
Treasurer for one year.
Article 5. Kenneth Goodwin moved that this ar-
ticle be passed and considered later under the budget
as presented by the School Board. Carried.
Article 6. Dorothv J. Davis moved and it was sec-
onded that the reports of the Special Building Commit-
tee be accepted.
Article 7. George H. Howard and Orson H. Brag-
don were elected Auditors for the School District.
Article 8. Kenneth Goodwin moved that the Dis-
trict raise and appropriate the sum of $84,077.15 for
the support of schools, salaries of school district officials
and agents, and for the payment of statutory obliga-
tions of the District.
Mr. Malcolm Steele questioned as to how Mr. Good-
win arrived at this total and the explanation was given,
but Mr. Goodwin asked to recind his motion and the
budget was taken in order as printed in the Town Re-
port pages 8 and 9.
Under Item 14, Kenneth Goodwin moved that $650
be raised and appropriated for repairs in accordance
with the report of the Ways and Means Committee.
Carried. The roof will not be repaired this coming year.
Article 9. Item 20 of the Budget, Dorothy J. Davis
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moved that the District raise and appropriate the sum
of $897.54 for insm"ance on school property and treas-
urer's bond. Carried.
Article 10. Item 22 and 23 of the Budget, Curtis
Worthen moved that the District raise and appropriate
the sum of $752.00 for special repairs and equipment.
Carried.
Article 11. Richard D. Le May moved that the
District raise and appropriate the sum of $2100.00 to
cover the architect's fees on the construction of the
addition to the Clark School. Carried.
It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$86,826.89 according to the Budget and architect fees.
Carried.
Article 12. Mr. F. Tenney Clough spoke for the
Ways and Means Committee, said at the time the Town
Report was ready for the printer they did not have
enough information to make any recommendation, since
then their opinion as a body is disapproval of this arti-
cle.
Dorothy J. Davis moved to accept the Ways and
Means report, it was seconded.
Kenneth Goodwin explained his viewpoint and the
stand of the School Board, speaking of unity and their
main interest was for the education of the children.
Further appointments of committees were mention-
ed. F. Tenney Clough asked to have another member
of the School Board speak.
Curtis R. Worthen said he felt no immediate need,
but if two or four rooms were built thev would be used.
Many questions were asked and answered by the
School Board.
After much discussion it was moved and seconded
that five persons be appointed by the Moderator and
School Board to study and investigate the needs for an
addition of two or four rooms and bring in that report
at an adjourned meeting. Meeting to be May 28th, 1954.
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Mr. Ai'iiold Wight made a motion to pass Article 12
until May 28th. Carried.
A motion to have Articles 13, 14 and 15 take same
action. Carried.
Article 16. Mr. Donald Stockwell asked to have
moderator get the opinion of meeting as to how many
children were favored for a classroom. Mr. Otto Neu-
gebauer suggested the Needs Committee bring in a
report on this May 28th, 1954.
10:45 p. m., meeting adjourned until May 28th, 1954.
CATHERINE A. KRUGER,
School Clerk.
ADJOURNED MEETING - MAY 28, 1954
Meeting called to order by Arthur P. Bonney, Mo-
derator, 8:10 p. m.
Harold H. Wilkins, Sr., lead in prayer.
The Moderator asked Otto Neugebauer to give a
report as chairman of the Special Committee on Schools.
Article 12. Mr. Otto Neugebauer moved that Ar-
ticle 12 of the School Warrant be amended to read as
follows:
To see if the District will vote to build and
equip a new two-room addition to the Clark
School and make necessarv improvements to
the basement room of the Clark School and
take any action relating thereto.
Mr. Greeley S. Buchanan moved to adopt the article
as amended. Carried.
Article 13. The Moderator was asked to read Mr.
Otto Neugebauer's motion:
Moved that the District raise and appropriate
the sum of twenty-three thousand ($23,000.00)
dollars for the construction, equipment and
furnishing of the two-room addition to the
Clark School as voted under Article 12, and
that the District authorize the issue of serial
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notes or bonds in amount sufficient to permit
renegotiation of the presently outstanding seri-
al notes or bonds in the sum of twenty-eight
thousand ($28,000.00) dollars upon the credit
of the District for all or any portion of the sum
so raised and appropriated, and that fifty-one
thousand ($51,000.00) dollars be authorized as
the limit of said bonds or notes in order to per-
mit said twenty-three thousand ($23,000.00)
dollars plus said re-negotiated twenty-eight
thousand ($28,000.00) dollars be handled in the
same transaction, and to authorize the School
Board to determine the terms and conditions
upon which said notes or bonds shall be is-
sued including their sale, the time and place
of payment of principal in accordance with
the municipal bond statute, Revised Laws of
N. H. Chapters 72 and 55 as amended.
The check list was used in voting.
Meeting recessed while voting.
Total number of votes cast 137
In favor of resolution 109
Opposed to resolution 28
Carried.
Article 8. Kenneth Goodwin asked to return to
this Article of the School Report and moved that the
sum of $5000.00 be raised and appropriated to supple-
ment the Budget previously passed, said $5000.00 to
cover the additional costs of another teacher, extra
operation costs, retirement expense, insurance and new
furniture. Carried.
Motion made and seconded, that the Moderator
appoint a committee of three, their function to watch
the school growth and advise with the School Board
and make an annual report at School Meeting in a simi-
lar wav that Road Commissioners do for the Town.
This committee is to serve in an advisory capacity to
the School Board. The term of office of this committee
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to be three years, two years and one year. As one term
expires the office to be filled at the following School
Meeting by appointment. Carried.
Motion to adjourn 10:20 p. m.
CATHERINE A. KRUGER,
Clerk.
1954 REPORT OF THE CENSUS-TAKER
Close to 120 miles were covered in the last ten days
of August by your census-taker counting the children in
town from the babe-in-arms to the eighteen-year-old.
More than thirty hom-s was required to reveal that
there are about 594 children as compared to 577 of the
previous year; 263 families care for those children in-
stead of the 240 in 1953.
It was learned that several large families had moved
away and that the replacements had only one or two
children. The national trend of sending children away
to private schools is clearly reflected now in Amherst.
At present about 18 children are in private schools.
There appears to be a perceptible dip in the expect-
ed numbers of first graders for the next four years. In
the 1953 census the numbers crowded 40; in 1954, the




REPORT OF THE BUILDING COMMITTEE
Acting upon the vote taken at the Adjourned School
Meeting, May 28, 1954, the Moderator appointed John
Duff, Donald Atkinson, Ed Walsh and Peggy Bonney
who, with the School Board, served as the Building
Committee.
The first meeting of this committee was held on
June 15; John Duff was elected chairman, Mrs. Bonney
as clerk. Mr. Carl E. Peterson was selected architect
at the usual fee for plans, specifications and supervision.
Several meetings followed at weekly intervals to
discuss Mr. Peterson's plans. These were let out to con-
tractors, and bids were opened July 30. As all bids ex-
ceeded the appropriation of $23,000, Mr. Peterson
agreed to negotiate further with the three lowest bid-
ders, Burtt, Sprague, and MacMillan. As Sprague could
lower the cost to meet the appropriation, less the ar-
chitect's fee, he was engaged to build the two new
rooms and improve the basement room at Clark School.
With the cooperation and earnest efforts of Mr.
Peterson, Sprague Brothers and the Committee, the
basement room was ready for Mrs. Kittredge when
school opened in the Fall, and the two new rooms
were ready in January, after the Christmas vacation.
Mrs. Kittredge with the mixed 3-4 grade occupies one,
and Miss Boutelle with the fourth grade is in the other.
The Committee welcomed the public to the new
addition on Sunday, January 30th when all could see
the pleasant and roomy accommodations which our
children so sorelv needed. These two new rooms fit
onto the two rooms we built last year in an efficient
manner, leaving arrangements possible to add more
as time and the school population require.
The members of the Committee trust that the new
addition meets the requirements and merits your ap-
proval.
MARGARET KEMPER BONNEY,
Clerk of the Board.
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SCHOOL POPULATION COMMITTEE REPORT
Because present building space provides ample room
for anticipated school population in years 1955 and
1956, the following tabulation shows, only, the current
position in relation to figures projected as of January
1953. It will be noted that the abnormally high gain,
which showed up a year ago (Item C, Jan. 1954) and
which was practically all concentrated in Grade I, has
leveled off so that total for Grades I to VIII is only two
above that projected for this year (Item D, Jan. 1955).
The figures in brackets are those projected for the given
date.
It is planned that ensuing reports will include a
column showing relationship of population to capacity
of space available; they will show projected figures,
instead of question marks, in Item A and, if abnormal
change in Item A indicates need for closer study, in
Item B.
It has been determined that these figures can be
kept up-to-date as of each January 15 by making an
analysis of births, arrivals, and departures between
September 1 and January 15. The regular annual school




(For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1953 to June 30, 1954)
TOTAL RECEIPTS $66,496 22
TOTAL PAYMENTS 66,474 73
Cash Balance June 30, 1954
PAYMENTS IN DETAIL
July 1, 1953 to June 30, 1954
ADMINISTRATION
I. Salaries of District Officers:
Kenneth Goodwin, School Board
Curtis Worthen, School Board
Dorothy Davis, School Board
Catherine A. Kruger, Treasurer
Catherine A. Kruger, Clerk
Arthur Bonnev, Jr., Moderator
Orson H. Bragdon, Auditor




















21. Lands and New Buildings
22. Additions and Improvements to Bldgs.
23. New Equipment:
Lynch's Sports Equip. Comany
Acme Window Shade & Venetian
Bhnd Co.
Scott, Foresman and Company
Seamans Supply Company
Paris Manufacturing Company
John C. Duff Company











BALANCE SHEET - JUNE 30, 1954
ASSETS
Cash on hand June 30, 1954 $ 21 49
Net Debt (excess of Habihties
over assets) 34,978 51
Total $35,000 00
LIABILITIES






HAROLD C. ROWLEY, Superintendent.
INSURANCE COVERAGE
Brick School $51,000 00
Annex (Park St. Bldg.) 6,500 00





Number of half-days in session 348
Whole number of different pupils registered:
Boys 170; Girls 144 Total 314
Enrollment bv Grades:
1-61; 11-43; III-37; IV-44; V-39;
VI-34; VII-26; VIII-30; Total 314
Average daily membership 234.5
Per cent of attendance 94.1
Number not absent nor tardy during school year 25
Number of visits made to schools by:
Helping Teacher 181
Superintendent of Schools 49
Number of School Board meetings held 12
PERFECT ATTENDANCE
Junior High: Bill Batchelder, Carolyn Davis, Linda
Merrill, Gordon Murray, Elizabeth Seamans, Vivi-
an Jutras, Theodore Kelley, Sandra Mack, Judy
Relation.
Grade VI: Donald Kelley, John Liljeberg, Beryl Mur-
ray, Judy Page.
Grade V: Carol Blair.
Grade IV: Richard Merrill.
Grade III: Gary Burgess, Arthur Eraser, Joseph Mar-
tel.
Grade II: Brian Beach, Cynthia Hill, William Martel.
Grade I: Leonard Martel, Glorilyn Sanford, Wayne
Balcom, Allan Forsvth.
AMHERST PUPILS GRADUATING FROM
MILFORD HIGH SCHOOL JUNE, 1954
Jacqueline Bartlett Jane Heckman
Raymond Brown Patricia Howard



















































































AMHERST PUPILS GRADUATING FROM
EIGHTH GRADE - JUNE, 1954
William Batchelder
REPORT OF HEALTH SUPERVISION - 1953-54
Oscar Burns, M.D., School Physician
(Mrs.) Gloria Maguire, R.N., School Nurse
The Total Number of Children Examined: 287




Defective tonsils & adenoids 60 7













ENROLLMENT TABLE AS OF JANUARY 15, 1955
GRADES I -VIII
1
RETURN OF SCHOOL CENSUS
September 1954






















Maniages Registered in the Town of Amherst, N. H.




Brought From Away and Buried in Town
Date and Place
BOARD OF HEALTH REPORT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen and
the Citizens of Amherst, N H.:
I herewith submit my annual report as Health Of-
ficer for the year ending January 1, 1955.
The usual type of complaint has been made — gen-
erally of minor importance and without foundation.
It is quite reasonable to expect complaint of in-
fringement of rights although misunderstanding is the
cause of same in most instances.
The number one complaint is the spreading of fer-
tilizer and the disposal of the same. This is a "Peren-
nial Type of Complaint" and does demand tactful reme-
dy.
It is desired that the menace on the Swamp road
might be remedied — however this is a problem which
can not be solved by the health department alone as
it involves everv department of town.
The contagious and infectious diseases are cared
for without a great deal of effort as the school nurse
and the family physician report the same immediately
and according to state law.
It is certainly noteworthy to state that not one sug-









THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF AMHERST, N. H.
The 125th anniversary of the Fiist Baptist Church was ob-
served on July 4, 1954, with an appropriate church service.
Early meetings were held in the fall of 1828 when fourteen
sturdy farmers living on Chestnut Hill gathered to support the
organization and break away from the established rule of
church. These men were pioneer settlers whose names are still
retained in Amherst.
The next year, July 2, 1829, the little band of Baptist farm-
ers was reorganized by a meeting at Amherst of a council of
the Baptist churches of Milford and surrounding sections.
Meetings continued to be held at Chestnut Hill homes and
at the schoolhouse. In 1837, because of increasing member-
ships from the Plain the association started holding meetings
at Amherst village and four years later occupied the Unitarian
Church, or what was known as the Christian Society. Later by
ownership of two-thuds of the pews, the church property
became the full property of the Baptist Association and so has
remained.
The church edifice was built in 1835 by fifty contributors
at a cost of $3,139.88 and was known as the Christian Society.
On April 7, 1844, it became the property in full of the
Baptist Association and was incorporated April 1, 1902, as the
First Baptist Church of Amherst.
The meeting house remains much the same as when built
but improvements have been made from time to time. It is a
well preserved type of the early New England houses of wor-
ship.
The first preacher was Rev. Simon Fletcher and the present
pastor is Rev. Harold Andersen, a graduate of Gordon College
in Boston, Massachusetts.

